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Dominant in ‘I’

 Immaterial values

 Diversity and individuality

 Small scale, self supplying, anti-
globalism

 Ecology
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Dominant in ‘II’

 Immaterial and uniformity

 Church and state

 Government and adminstration

 Bureaucracy

 Cultural, social, people
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Dominant in III

 Fast development  in science

 Globalising

 Large scale use of ecosystem

 Consumer focussed on individual interests 
and the market is  uniforming this

 Complexity

 Modernism
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Dominant in IV

 Administration from a distance
 Solution by new technologies
 Economic action driven by individual interests
 Collective interests not anymore automatically in line with 

own interests
 Individualized citizens
 Conflict
 Welfare (profit)
 Macro: global blocks of power (conflicts in civilizations)
 Role of free market reduces, impact of geopolitical forces 

increases (fe energy)

 Postmodernism



Dominant qualities of life

 II : social – cultural

 I  : ecological

 IV: economical

 III: idem, but the ecological quality 
is the losing party



History is a cycle

Allthough all pictures may occur on the 
same time
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“Living Planet Report” of the W.W.F. 

(2006)

Footprint of a person in:

- Arabic Emirates      11,9 hectar

- US                                   9,6

- Afghanistan                      0,1

- EU                                   4,4  (NL 5,2)

Available on earth             1,8  !

Energy makes half of it!!

In 2050 we will need three earths!!!



Crucial factors…

 Global population 

 Consumption

 Technology



Technology

 Can level of material welfare be 
maintained?

 Energy supply moved to sustainable 
on time?



Material consumption

 Level first determined and at the end 
restricted by technology.

 Material welfare a measure for well 
being?  
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Global population

 Minimum level of economic 
development needed.

 Position of women.



What are the most advantageous 

developments for stabilization?

Taking into account technology, 

population and consumption.



Kind of conclusions

 Vision on the golden balance 

 Develop a society where economy, 
ecology and social/cultural value are 
equivalent



Nuance



Digma shift





BALANCE !!!



There is enough in the world for 
everybody’s need,

But there cannot be enough for 
everybody’s greed.

Mahatma Gandhi




